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Abstrat
The quantum mehanial ground state of eletrons is desribed by Density Fun-
tional Theory, whih leads to large minimization problems. An eient minimization
method uses a selfonsistent eld (SCF) solution of large eigenvalue problems. The
iterative Davidson algorithm is often used, and we propose a new algorithm of this
kind whih is well suited for the SCF method, sine the auray of the eigenso-
lution is gradually improved along with the outer SCF-iterations. Best eieny
is obtained for small-blok-size iterations, and the algorithm is highly memory ef-
ient. The implementation works well on both serial and parallel omputers, and
good salability of the algorithm is obtained.
1 Introdution
Within reent years it has beome possible to perform quantum mehanial
alulations from rst priniples using the Density Funtional Theory (DFT)
of Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham (see e.g. [18℄). Realisti alulations of the
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eletrons' ground-state an be arried out for large systems onsisting of tens
to hundreds of atoms owing to improvements in physial methods, faster om-
puters, and more eient algorithms. In this way modeling of a vast number
of physial and hemial properties an be arried out, often taking large
omputer systems to their limits.
The Density Funtional Theory speies that the ground-state total energy
E0 an be obtained as the global minimum of the energy funtional E[ρ],
E[ρ] = T [ρ] + V
ee
[ρ] +
∫
ρ(r)v
ext
(r)dr+ γ
Ewald
(1)
Here the position vetor in spae is denoted as r, ρ(r) (or ρ for short) is the
harge density of eletrons satisfying the onstraint
∫
ρ(r)dr = N , where N
is the integral number of eletrons in the system. The v
ext
(r) is the external
potential funtion ating on the eletrons and originating from the atomi
nulei at xed positions in the system. The kineti energy T [ρ] as well as
the eletron-eletron interation energy V
ee
[ρ] are funtionals of the density ρ,
only. Finally, an eletrostati repulsion energy between the nulei, denoted as
γ
Ewald
, is added. The temperature is taken to be at the absolute zero so that
entropy terms are left out in the equations below.
Kohn and Sham[18℄ proved that the harge density ρ(r) an be represented
by a system of N non-interating eletrons, whose omplex-valued quantum-
mehanial wavefuntions ψi(r) for i = 1, . . . , N yield the harge density as
ρ(r) =
N∑
i=1
|ψi(r)|
2
(2)
(for simpliity, we only onsider integral oupation numbers of 0 or 1) and
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the non-interating kineti energy funtional Ts as
Ts[ρ] = −
1
2
N∑
i=1
∫
ψ¯i(r)∇
2ψi(r)dr (3)
(ψ¯i(r) denotes the omplex onjugate of ψi(r)). The energy funtional Eq. 1
an now be rewritten as
E[ρ] = Ts[ρ] + EHartree[ρ] + Ex[ρ] +
∫
ρ(r)v
ext
(r)dr+ γ
Ewald
(4)
where the E
Hartree
[ρ] is the lassial eletrostati energy of the eletrons, and
E
x
[ρ] is an (unknown) exhange-orrelation energy funtional.
The wavefuntions ψi(r) are the i = 1, . . . , N lowest eigensolutions of the
Kohn-Sham equation
Hˆψi(r) ≡ [−
1
2
∇2 + v
e
(r)]ψi(r) = ǫiψi(r) (5)
where Hˆ is known as the Hamiltonian operator. The eetive potential v
e
(r)
is the sum of the external, the Hartree (eletrostati), and the exhange-
orrelation potentials:
v
e
(r) = v
ext
(r) +
δE
Hartree
[ρ]
δρ(r)
+
δE
x
[ρ]
δρ(r)
= v
ext
(r) +
∫ ρ(r′)
|r− r′|
dr′ + v
x
(r)
(6)
It is seen from Eq. 6 that the potential v
e
(r) depends on the harge density
ρ(r), whih itself is given by Eq. 2 as a sum of squared wavefuntions that are
determined as eigensolutions of Eq. 5. Hene a self-onsistent solution of these
equations must be found starting from an initial guess of ρ(r), from whih
the v
e
(r) is onstruted; solving the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue equation yields
through Eq. 2 a renewed harge density. A minimization algorithm for E[ρ]
must be used to obtain the ground-state total energy E0 from suh iterations.
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An additional ompliation in some of the urrent approahes is the use of ul-
trasoft pseudopotentials[27℄ that puts a lower requirement on the basis set size,
but at the prie of a more ompliated and omputationally more demanding
Hamiltonian Hˆ. This leads to replaing the Kohn-Sham equation Eq. 5 by a
generalized eigenvalue equation,
Hˆψi(r) = ǫiSˆψi(r) (7)
where the Sˆ denotes the overlap projetion operator[27℄.
In most numerial alulations the wavefuntions ψi(r) are expanded on a suit-
able, nite set of basis funtions. The present work employs the widely used
pseudopotential approximation together with plane-wave (or Fourier expan-
sion) basis sets. In the plane-wave basis the Hamiltonian Eq. 5 is diagonally
dominant owing to the kineti energy term. In this method full, omplex Her-
mitian matries of sizes 103−105 are usually enountered, whereas the number
of eletrons N may typially be two orders of magnitude smaller, 101 − 103.
However, the algorithms desribed below remain valid for very general lasses
of problems using other basis funtion sets.
The translational symmetry of rystals is dealt with by introduing a summa-
tion over the so-alled k-points (see e.g. [10℄). This leads to a set of independent
eigenvalue problems for eah k-point, whih are oupled only through the ad-
dition of harge densities in Eq. 2. Similarly, eletron spin an double the num-
ber of independent eigenvalue problems to be solved. Suh almost-deoupled
eigenvalue problems should always be solved independently in parallel, sine
this will be optimally eient and an easily be ombined with the paralleliza-
tion desribed below, leading to the possibility of utilizing large numbers of
proessors eiently.
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The disretized problem originating from Eq. 7, whih essentially has to be
solved for the smallestN eigenvalues, is the non-linear matrix eigenvalue prob-
lem,
H(ρ)ψi = ǫiSψi, i = 1, . . . , N (8)
ρ =
N∑
i=1
ψi
H
Sψi, (9)
where the overlap matrix S is a symmetri positive denite matrix when ultra-
soft pseudopotentials[27℄ are used (and the identity matrix otherwise). This
implies that the eigenvalues, ǫi are real and the eigenvetors, ψi mutually
S-orthogonal.
Given an initial harge density vetor ρ (reasonably good initial values for ρ
an usually be onstruted using the densities of the onstituent free atoms),
Eq. 8 an be solved for the wave funtions and the resulting harge density
an subsequently be omputed using Eq. 9. A new input harge density an
nally be formed, and the yle an be iterated until onvergene. The overall
proedure is ommonly termed Self Consistent Field (SCF).
Alternative approahes to the SCF method exist, notably diret minimization
of the energy as a funtional of the wavefuntions ψi(r) instead of the harge
density ρ, see for example [26℄. It has been shown[10℄ that this method has
about the same eieny as the traditional SCF method. Another ative area
of researh tries to ahieve order-N saling by, e.g., arefully seleting alterna-
tive basis funtions. However, a disussion of the numerial methods proposed
in various order-N methods are beyond the sope of this paper but a reent
review an be found in [9℄.
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2 Solving the Non-linear Eigenvalue Problem
Using a quasi newton method for the iterations of Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 generally
results in onvergene within a small number of iterations. The iterations
are usually arried out by the method Pulay[19℄, see e.g. [10℄ for a review
of urrent methods. We propose a more robust and slightly more eient
approah, a quasi newton method as desribed in Appendix A. Experiments
with the limited memory BFGS method[12℄ indiated that it has an almost
similar eieny but is less robust.
Solving the eigenvalue problem Eq. 8 is omputationally by far the most ex-
pensive part of the algorithm beause of the ost of the H(ρ)ψi produt. The
method of Davidson[6℄ has been espeially suessful for eletroni struture
omputations, and has been improved by iterating on several eigenpairs simul-
taneously (see e.g. [7℄) and using better preonditioners[14,16,21℄. Lately, bet-
ter theoretial understanding of the methods has ontributed to further gen-
eralizations suh as the Jaobi-Davidson method[24,23℄ and restarting teh-
niques[3,5,25℄ along with other iterative methods for large eigenvalue problems
based on Rayleigh quotient iterations[8℄, inverse iteration[11℄ or the Lanzos
method[15,4℄. A urrently advoated method in this eld is the residual mini-
mization method, RMM-DIIS[10℄ but as this method essentially just omputes
eigenpairs losest to the initial ones and therefore easily an result in eigenpairs
being missed, we annot reommend this approah.
A major drawbakin the present ontextof the above methods is that they
all (exept for RMM-DIIS) fous on solving the eigenvalue problem to a fairly
high auray. However, this turns out not to be neessary during every step
of the selfonsisteny yle; in fat, our alulations have shown that solving
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the eigenvalue problem to a high auray generally does not derease the
number of overall steps in the quasi newton/xpoint iteration notieably, and
in ertain ases even inreases the number of steps.
Thus we seek an eigenproblem solver whih, given an initial estimate of N
eigenpairs, is able to improve this estimate (i.e. perform a relatively small
number of iterations) for eah of the eigenpairs. In addition, an important
aspet of large-sale appliations is that the memory requirement must be
minimized. In order to ahieve these objetives, we investigated a number of
algorithms for improving eigenpairs so that residuals are improved only until
a ertain, adjustable limit.
Using deation tehniques[22,17℄ we experiened onvergene problems when
deating eigenpairs whih were not well onverged, and therefore the overall
eigenvalue problem had to be solved to a muh higher auray (and at a
higher omputational ost) than atually required. Similar experienes have
been reported in [21℄, where the onvergene tolerane was loosened as more
and more eigenpairs onverged.
We instead propose an algorithm for solving the generalized eigenvalue prob-
lem Eq. 8, whih essentially is a bloked Davidson-like algorithm using a non-
orthogonal basis, but where a maximum number of expansions on eah eigen-
pair an be imposed.
The reason for hoosing a non-orthogonal basis,B (and thus obtaining a gener-
alized eigenvalue problem in the projeted spae, step 1 and 3b.i.C) is, besides
from reduing the omputational ost ompared to using an S-orthonormal
basis, that it redues the number of synhronization points in the parallel
implementation (even when ompared to an orthogonalization algorithm im-
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plemented with delayed summation as in e.g. [21℄). The drawbak is that
projeted eigenvalue problem, step 1 and 3b.i.C ould be poorly onditioned
and thus slow down the onvergene[17, Se. 11.10℄. Our initial basis (step 1)
is however well onditioned for every quasi newton iteration (as the estimate of
eigenvetors ψ
1
, . . . , ψ
N
is almost S-orthogonal and S is lose to the identity)
and as only a few expansions are performed for eah eigenpair (typially 2
to 3) a poorly onditioned (projeted) eigenvalue problem is unlikely to build
up to the point where it beomes a problem. This is due to the fat that the
eigenvetors do not have to be onverged to a very high auray. In fat,
introduing orthogonalization in the algorithm has not led to fewer iterations
for a wide variety of tested physial problems.
The algorithm is as follows:
(1) Given an estimate ψ
1
, . . . , ψ
N
for the N eigenvetors, initialize the sub-
spae basis B ≡ [b1, . . . , bN ] = [ψ1, . . . , ψN ] and solve the small, pro-
jeted subspae eigenvalue problem of dimension N :
B
H
HBφ
i
= λiB
H
SBφ
i
, i = 1, . . . , N, where λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λN .
Selet an iteration blok-size nb and a maximum number of basis vetors
n
max
and a maximum number of iterations on eah eigenpair k
max
.
(2) Initialize the set K = ∅.
(3) Loop over all eigenpairs, i = 1, . . . , N
(a) If the i'th eigenpair λi, φ
i
has less than k
max
iterations then ompute
the orresponding residual ri = HBφi−λiSBφi. If ‖ri‖ is larger than
some tolerane, add i to K.
(b) If K has nb elements or i = N :
(i) Do an iteration on eigenpairs given by indexes in K:
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(A) Preondition the residuals
1
orresponding to the unon-
verged eigenpairs, i.e. solve approximately for ∀i ∈ K :
(H− λiS)xi = −ri.
(B) Extend the basis, ∀i ∈ K : B = [B, xi/‖xi‖].
(C) Solve the updated subspae eigenproblem for the N small-
est eigenvalues,
B
H
HBφ
i
= λiB
H
SBφ
i
, i = 1, . . . , N,
where λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λN .
(ii) If the number of basis vetors in B is too large (i.e. larger than
n
max
− nb) then ollapse the subspae (restart):
B = B[φ
1
, . . . , φ
N
].
(iii) Set K = ∅.
(4) Update [ψ
1
, . . . , ψ
N
] = B[φ
1
, . . . , φ
N
]
The tolerane of step 3a is set to an order of magnitude smaller than the
urrent residual norm of the quasi newton proess (i.e. ‖rk‖2, page 17), but
no larger than 0.1. The tolerane will therefore derease with the onvergene
of the quasi newton iteration.
Sine the most time onsuming part of the eigenvalue solver is omputing the
produts of H and S by vetors in the steps 1, 3a and 3b.i.C these vetors are
stored and reused whenever possible. Thus the dominant memory requirement
1
The usual physial approximation in [26℄ is used, where the Hamiltonian is ap-
proximated by the diagonal (and diagonally dominant) kineti energy term in Eq.
5. A smooth funtion is multiplied onto the kineti term in order to damp the high-
frequeny errors.[26℄
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of the algorithm is O(3nn
max
), where n is the vetor length given by the
dimension of Eq. 8.
Typial problem sizes might be N ≈ 101−103, and as it will be shown in Se.
4 the parameters should typially be hosen so k
max
≈ 1 to 2, nb ≈ 10 and
n
max
≈ N + 5 ∗ nb, so the memory requirement is very lose to the absolute
minimum, whih is the 3N vetors ψi, Hψi and Sψi for i = 1, ..., N . Lower
memory onsumption ould be ahieved by eliminating the storage of Hψi
and Sψi and reomputing these produts as required in steps 3a and 3b.i.C,
however with the tradeo of requiring about twie as many multipliations of
H and S by vetors.
Most oating-point operations stem from the very ompliated produts of H
and S by vetors (the number of suh operations should be minimized by any
algorithm). In addition, the present algorithm ontains signiant amounts of
linear algebra (approximately 8nN ops for eah H produt) whih however
an be arried out eiently using BLAS level 3 operations.
The asymptoti saling of the total time spent on the matrix-produts for eah
quasi newton iteration is Nnlog(n) due to the FFT-tehnique used, whereas
the linear algebra sales as N2n. Sine the matrix size n inreases roughly
linearly with N , it is obvious that the linear algebra would dominate asymp-
totially. For the sizes of our problems, however, the matrix produts generally
take longer than the linear algebra.
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3 Parallel Implementation
The produts of H times vetor parallelize partiularly poorly, sine they in-
volve 3D FFTs of fairly small size (typially ≈ 50) in eah dimension. There-
fore the parallelization for a distributed memory omputer is not viable solely
aross the plane waves (vetors of length n). By using a blok size nb equal
to the number of available proessors, it is however possible to perform nb
H-produts in parallel using loal FFTs exlusively  eah on a dierent pro-
essor (the nb may also be a multiple of the number of proessors, requiring
additional memory, however). This approah is used in the implementation for
the initial alulation of the H and S produts in step 1 and for step 1, where
the nb residual vetors eah are gathered on dierent proessors before preon-
ditioning them. After the preonditioning, H and S produts are formed for
the preonditioned vetor, and the results are nally redistributed aross the
proessors. This requirement on the blok size nb an be lifted on omputers
that perform small-size parallel 3D FFTs with high eieny.
For the remaining part of the ode the parallelization is performed aross the
plane waves (i.e. eah basis-vetor is partitioned among the proessors). This
requires a fairly minimal amount of ommuniation (essentially only a small
number of redution operations).
The parallel implementation was done using MPI[13℄, and some typial results
indiating the saling for runs arried at on the IBM SP
2
are given in Table
1
3
.
2
Loated at UNI
•
C in Lyngby, Denmark.
3
This Platinum (Pt) problem is a an innite slab with 35 atoms in the unit ell.
The parameters used for the run were: vetor length n = 16409 (25 Ry plane-
wave uto energy), N = 210, nb = # of proessors, nmax = N + 8nb, number of
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Table 1
Parallel runs of the algorithm for a Pt problem.
# of proessors exeution time speed-up
1 9544 (10932) -
2 4208 (4671) 2.3
4 1860 (2192) 5.1
6 1152 (1421) 8.3
8 901 (1197) 10.6
12 634 (873) 15.1
It is seen that the speed-up of the eigenvalue solver is very satisfatory for
these problem sizes, and larger problems are expeted to sale up to a orre-
spondingly higher number of proessors. Notie that the superlinear speed-up
is partly due to the fat that the bloksize and maximum subspae dimen-
sion varies with the number of proessors whih implies that the 1 proessor
run did not benet from BLAS level 3 operations. A sequential run with the
same parameters as the 4 proessor parallel run led to a speed-up of 3.0 on 4
proessors.
These runs were made using only a single k-point (see Introdution). In
prodution runs the additional trivial parallelism of a number of k-points and
spins are utilized. The parallelization of the eigenvalue solver is dupliated
aross mutually exlusive sets of proessors for eah k-point and spin in an
selfonsistent iterations = 4. The exeution time is given for the eigensolver but with
time for the omplete runs inluding initialization (not yet fully parallelized) given
in parenthesis.
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optimally eient way. Our work uses MPI ommuniators to implement this
in a simple way. However, memory onsumption is not redued by exploiting
this extra parallel dimension.
4 Numerial Examples
In order to investigate the stability of the proposed algorithm and its sensi-
tivity to hoie of parameters, a large number of dierent examples have been
tested. Some representative examples
4
are shown in Fig. 1, 2 and 3.
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Fig. 1. Time spent in dierent parts of the ode for an Au problem, using 6 proessors
(nb = 6), kmax = 1 and varying the maximum number of basis vetors, nmax.
The experiments indiate that the size of nb is not ritial as long as it is
hosen large enough for the solution of the projeted eigensystem not to be
4
The Gold (Au) problem shown in the gures is an innite slab with 18 atoms in
the unit ell. The parameters used for the run were: vetor length n = 13665 (30 Ry
plane-wave uto energy), N = 198, number of selfonsistent iterations = 15.
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unneessarily large. The maximum subspae dimension, n
max
is however im-
portant  if n
max
is too small the overhead in restarting beomes dominant, on
the other hand if n
max
beomes unneessarily large the memory onsumption
and the ost of solving the projeted eigenvalue problem beomes large.
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Fig. 2. Time spent in dierent parts of the ode for an Au problem, using 6 proes-
sors, k
max
= 1, n
max
= 180 and varying the bloksize, nb.
From Fig. 3 it is seen that the overall work grows linearly when inreasing
the preision to whih we solve the eigenvalue problem, indiating that it
is not worthwhile to solve the eigenvalue problem to a high auray. This is
furthermore supported by Fig. 4 whih shows that the onvergene of the quasi
newton proess is largely unaeted by inreasing the number of iterations on
eah eigenpair, k
max
.
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5 Conlusion
The algorithm proposed in this paper presents an eient way to solve the
nonlinear generalized eigenvalue problems ouring in DFT alulations on
15
multiple proessors. Part of the algorithm is a variant of the Davidson algo-
rithm[7℄ whih fouses on using only small amounts of work for eah eigenpair
in eah of the quasi newton iterations, and thereby being able to use a non-
orthogonal basis.
In ontrast, our best eort using traditional deation tehniques typially
required 3 to 5 times the amount of overall work, as eah of the eigenpairs
had to be onverged to a muh higher preision in order for the deation to
be robust. Attempts were made to improve on this and an algorithm using
deation whih was almost as eient as the algorithm proposed on page 8
was devised. However, it involved ompliated heuristis espeially for treating
eigenvalues with higher multipliity (whih often our due to symmetries in
the systems) and this additional eort did not seem worthwhile.
In summary, the algorithm proposed in the present paper has been designed
for nonlinear eigenvalue problems suh as those ourring in selfonsistent
DFT alulations. The algorithm has shown robustness and eieny, is ex-
ible in aomodating memory limitations, and allows onstraints in the num-
ber of iterations and the tolerane of eigenpairs. Several parameters an be
used to optimize the onvergene, and we propose reommended values for
DFT iterations. Good parallel performane is ahieved on distributed mem-
ory omputers, but sine the eigenvalue problem in the projeted subspae is
not parallelized, the parallel salability may be limited, independent of the
eieny of the interonneting network.
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A The Projeted Newton Method
Given a series of input harge densities, ρk−m
in
, . . . , ρk
in
(k ≥ m ≥ 1) for Eq. 8,
the orresponding output harge densities dened by Eq. 9 will be denoted as
ρk−m
out
, . . . , ρk
out
. The residual of the harge density iteration is then dened by
rk = ρk
out
− ρk
in
of whih the Jaobian an be approximated by TkG
†
k
, where G
†
denotes a
pseudo inverse of G, and we have dened
Gk = (∆ρ
k−m+1, . . . ,∆ρk), ∆ρk = ρk
in
− ρk−1
in
Tk = (∆r
k−m+1, . . . ,∆rk), ∆rk = rk − rk−1.
Applying Newton's method gives
ρk+1
in
= ρk
in
−GkT
†
k
rk (A.1)
where αk ≡ T
†
k
rk is obtained as the least squares solution of
Tkαk = r
k. (A.2)
It is seen that the xpoint solution ρ∗ ≡ ρk orresponding to rk = 0 will
never be found unless ρ∗ − ρi (where i is equal to the initial k used) belongs
to the span of Gi (i.e., the span of Gk remains onstant). Therefore, a term
β(rk − Tkαk) is added to the right hand side of Eq. A.1 for some arbitrarily
hosen full rank, diagonal matrix β as proposed in [1℄ (notie that rk = Tkαk
if Tk has full rank).
The least squares system Eq. A.2 is solved via the thin QR fatorization on
the augmented matrix [Tkαk] as desribed in e.g. [2℄, and the fatorization is
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updated rather than reomputed in the following iteration using the routines
from [20℄.
As the above algorithm an not be used for the rst iteration, the value ρ1
in
=
ρ0
in
+βr0 is used instead. For the subsequent iterations the above proedure is
applied with m inremented by one for eah iteration (starting with m = 1)
until a maximum value m
max
is reahed. Choosing m
max
in the range of 5 to
10 generally works well for the present DFT problems.
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